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Last Week

•

COVID-19 outbreak in Beijing began to taper off
with officials early last week describing the
outbreak as “improving and completely manageable”

•

For residents from ‘low risk’ areas, travel
restrictions on leaving Beijing municipality were
eased; COVID-19 tests no longer required

•

China’s formidable college entrance exams (Gaokao)
took place last week. Over 10 million students sat
exams. Authorities had faced additional logistical
challenges of pandemic controls

•

Emergency response level for seasonal flooding in
parts of South China and Yangtze river were
elevated as further heavy rainfall was forecast

•

Drafts of China’s new Data Security and Export
Control laws were released to the public. Legislators
also made amendments to Criminal Law muscling
up on serious financial fraud
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Headlines

•

News quickly shifts gear as the COVID-19 outbreak
in Beijing flattens out. There have been 11
consecutive days with zero new cases in Beijing

•

Attention shifts to Hong Kong where a ‘third wave’
outbreak has emerged. One COVID-19 death was
reported in Hong Kong this week

•

As ‘second wave’ fears subside, extensive flooding
quickly replaces COVID-19 as a national emergency

•

National emergency response level for flooding is
elevated again this week to level 2. Further heavy
rainfall forecast for vast sections of the country

•

This week has seen a significant escalation in foreign
policy woes for China and intensification of ChinaUS tensions. The Hong Kong National Security Law
adds to a growing basket of issues

Wuhan (chinadaily.com)
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COVID-19
•

For ELEVEN consecutive days, Beijing municipality continues to report
ZERO new infections, signaling a clear flattening of the outbreak but it’s
taken nearly ONE month to get here

•

Beijing declares ZERO high-risk areas downgrading the last remaining highrisk area (Huaxiang) where the Xinfadi Market is located

•

Beijing authorities are now managing only THREE medium-risk areas on
ONE Beijing districts (Fengtai)

•

China continues to report no new COVID-19 deaths, although on Monday
Hong Kong reported one COVID-19 death
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Rainbow over Beijing Last Weekend
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COVID-19
•

Attention shifts to Hong Kong where a sudden increase in COVID-19
infections is reported and is being described as possible ‘third wave’

•

Over the past two weeks, Hong Kong health authorities reported 355 new
cases. Source of infection unidentified for around 40% of new cases

•

Experts conclude it’s inevitable that highly internationalized cities like
Hong Kong will continue to experience intermittent COVID-19 outbreaks

•

Schools, gyms and entertainment venues will be shutdown for one week,
dining in restaurants after 6pm will be banned, among other measures

•

Hong Kong’s also concerned about “imported transmissions”, reportedly
planning further controls for travelers from high-risk locations, including
possible mandatory COVID-19 testing prior to arrival
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COVID-19
•

With a “globally accelerating pandemic” and Beijing outbreak receding,
China shifts rhetoric back to defending against “imported transmissions”

•

After the debacle around imported salmon during the Beijing outbreak,
news this week of Ecuadorian shrimp being suddenly pulled from China’s
shelves after COVID-19 tests return positive for outer packaging

•

NHC previously announced its nationwide testing of fresh meat and
imported cold chain products failed to find COVID-19. Over the weekend,
NHC suddenly claimed six samples of imported shrimp tested positive.
Now imported shrimp is suddenly testing positive all over China

•

Imports of frozen shrimp from three Ecuadorian manufacturers now
suspended and sales suspended nationwide
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COVID-19
•

Two WHO representatives arrive in China in what’s reported to be the
advance of a larger mission to investigate origins of COVID-19 pandemic.
WHO remains tight lipped on what it’s experts will be doing in China

•

Chinese authorities and State media have not reported the arrival of the
WHO representatives in Beijing last weekend
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International Travel
•

China continues to implement a temporary suspension on entry for all
foreign nationals, with, at present, few exceptions

•

China’s new ‘Circuit-breaker Mechanism’ is triggered again. Air China’s
Moscow to Beijing route is now suspended for one week after five
passengers tested positive for COVID-19 on arrival in China

•

Two routes between Thailand and China were also suspended for one
week, Bangkok to Guangzhou (Lion Air) and Bangkok to Tianjin (Thai
AirAsia) following passengers testing positive for COVID-19 when arriving
back in China
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International Travel
•

China’s approach to reestablishing international air travel gaining backlash.
On Monday, France began reducing flights from Chinese carriers. Media
reports indicate that Germany may impose similar restrictions

•

French authorities claim Air France received approval for three weekly
flights to China but, in reality, only one flight is being allowed. In response,
Chinese carriers will be allowed only one flight per week to land in France

•

Air travel between South Korea and China is fairing better and is planned
to soon expand to seven routes and doubling of weekly services

•

Vietnam, praised for early actions in controlling spread of COVID-19 and
reporting zero COVID-19 deaths, finally agrees to resume commercial
flights to China. Frequency and timing of flights yet to be decided
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International Travel
•

Two US airlines become first to suspend flights to Hong Kong in response
to new mandatory testing rules and fears over possible forced quarantine

•

In response, coalition of European and US carriers propose testing aircrew
for COVID-19 prior to departure for Hong Kong

•

Denmark updates travel guidance for Hong Kong, warning its citizens of
risks associated with the new National Security Law

•

Danish Foreign Ministry highlights risk of arrest and imprisonment for
involvement in social media activities (within and outside Hong Kong) that
could be deemed risk and threat to national security of Hong Kong,
advising its citizens to consider if their activities might compromise any
future trip to Hong Kong
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Internal Travel and Logistics
Meteorologists replace epidemiologists as this week’s bearers of bad news
•

National emergency response level for flood control increased from Level
3 to 2, the second highest response level, as heavy rains continue to batter
many regions of China

•

Flooding has affected 27 provincial regions and resulted in death or
disappearance of 141 people and over CNY 86 billion in direct damages. Its
had significant impact on local travel and transport in many regions

•

How bad are the floods? China suffers from seasonal flooding but this year
is particularly severe for some regions. Since 4th July, 212 rivers in China
subject to flood alerts. 33 rivers have reached record breaking levels

•

Warning issued for further rainstorms affecting vast section of the country
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Opening Xin’anjiang River Flood Gates
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Internal Travel and Logistics
•

Ride hailing giant Didi releases its first-ever Safety Report offering insights
on the company’s efforts to improve passenger safety

•

Didi faced significant backlash and was forced to suspend its Didi Hitch
business operations after murders of two women in 2018 by their drivers

•

A whopping 317,792 prospective drivers failed Didi’s Hitch service
enhanced vetting procedures, highlighting scale of the Didi’s challenge

•

Over 820 passengers and drivers have been barred from the service after
using fraudulent photos in attempts to bypass facial-recognition
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Society
•

23 people face criminal charges following collapse of quarantine hotel in
Quanzhou, Fujian in March, when 29 people were killed and 42 injured

•

COVID-19 and severe flooding placing pressure on food prices. National
statistics indicate food prices rose 11% in June y/y.

•

Analysts anticipate short-term impact on food prices but flooding will have
greater effect on pork production (already hit by African Swine Fever)

•

Travel agencies given a green light to resume trans-provincial tour groups.
It’s game on for domestic tourism. Overseas tour groups remain banned

•

Tourist attractions will be set a new limit of 50% of maximum
operating/visitor capacity, increasing from current limit of 30%.
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Local Business
•

Key news story this week is China’s reported “economic bounce back”

•

Central Government made the stunning move of removing national GDP
growth targets (for the first time ever) back in May, following the COVID19 first quarter shock and the devastating 6.8% slump in GDP

•

Chinese authorities are now claiming return to growth during the second
quarter. Chinese authorities claim a 3.2% Q2 growth y/y

•

Can a “V-shaped” recovery be concluded? Has the Government’s stimulus
approach succeeded? Is anyone actually buying 3.2% growth?
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Local Business
“No special privileges, no special economic treatment and no export of
sensitive technologies” President Trump
•

President Trump signs an executive order ending Hong Kong’s privileged
status in response to Beijing’s recent Hong Kong National Security Law

•

US also moves to penalize banks doing business with Chinese officials
involved in implementing the new law in Hong Kong. China has issued its
own sanctions on number of US politicians in retaliation

•

Media reports and speculation the Whitehouse is mulling a sweeping and
provocative travel and visa bans and revocations for Chinese Communist
Party members, PLA and SOE executives and their families. That’s in
addition to similar restrictions on tech execs under Xinjiang sanctions
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Summary
•

News quickly shifts gear as the COVID-19 outbreak in Beijing flattens out.
Attention shifts to Hong Kong where a ‘third wave’ outbreak has emerged

•

Significant flooding quickly replaces COVID-19 as a national emergency
with emergency response level elevated again this week to level 2. Further
heavy rainfall is forecast for vast sections of the country

•

This week has seen a significant escalation in foreign policy woes for China
and intensification of China-US tensions. Tensions over the Hong Kong
National Security Law adds to a growing basket of issues
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Recommendations
•

Businesses should continue to plan for restrictions on foreign nationals
entering China to remain largely in place, with only few exceptions

•

Businesses should have continuity planning in place for sudden, sporadic
COVID-19 outbreaks. Swift re-implementation of strict controls (short of
full-scale lockdown) was clearly illustrated during recent Beijing outbreak

•

Businesses should plan for challenges facing local staff who travel
frequently with business needs balanced against travel risk assessments
and duty of care

•

Businesses should ensure maintenance of Health Code statuses for
employees who travel frequently. While China’s “Health Code System” did
not emerge as a single, well-coordinated, system, but rather a patchwork
of localised systems, it’s still viewed as an integral control and is under
continual development
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